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The Auckland Orienteer is the magazine of the Auckland Orienteering Association and incorporates
articles from the Auckland Orienteering Club Inc., the North West Orienteering Club Inc., and the
Counties-Manukau Orienteering Club. It is produced monthly and is available online from the NWOC
homepage. Other orienteering related publications are welcome to draw material from the AO pages
although credit is asked for both the author (when stated) and the AOA. Information for advertisers is
available from the editor (details in Last Bits) Cover: Zara Collins (daughter of editor!) with May Issue
of The Auckland Orienteer.

Editorial

So many big international events on at the moment it really whets the appetite to go out there and d
some orienteering ourselves. Jukola (a huge relay with close to 10000 runners that takes more than 7
hours) was run in June with a few kiwis amongst the crowd. Also happening around this time is
Sorlandsgaloppen, Fench 5-Day and O-Ringen, not to mention the biggies like JWOC, WMOC and
WOC. I am anticipating next months International News column to be very big!
On a not so exciting note, this is a quote from an article on the Piha Rogaine in the July issue of the
Waitemata Canoe and MuItisport Club Newsletter
"Rogaines are relatively new on the Auckland scene and appear to be developing more appeal
than the tightly controlled, slightly nerdy image which orienteering seems to have developed in
NZ"
It is worrying that orienteering is perceived in such a light. I am sure this view does not help to
increase the numbers in our sport. Attracting new members has been a key focus in orienteering in NZ
for as long as I can remember, yet just the fact that it is still an issue indicates that we have not yet
addressed the problem adequately. Perhaps it is time we took account of these views from other
sporting communities and attacked the dwindling numbers full-on.
Hope you enjoy your read?
Madeleine Collins

EventCalendar
Please call club secretaries for final confirmation of these details:
A

Auckland.
Nicola Kinzett 09 636 6224
CM
Counties-Manukau.
Hilary Iles 09 235 2941
E
Egmont.
Suzanne Scott 06 758 4468
H
Hamilton.
Mike Baldwin 07 856 3887
NW
North West.
Jill Smithies 09 838 7388

July

NOS

National Orienteering Squad.
Rolf Wagner 09 427 8624
R
Rotorua.
Peter Fitchett 07 345 6786
T
Taupo
Alison Mensen 07 378 0577
WACO Waikato and Auckland Campus.
PhiI Wood 09 634 8104
Wh
Whangarei
Malcolm Mack 09 437 5161
big_mack@ihug.co.nz

Sun 6

CM

OY 1 - Duders Beach Auckland Regional Council Park near Maraetai.
Sart times 10:00 - 11:30 am.
Setter: Tania Robinson, Controller: Bryce Brighouse
Nelson NZ Secondary Schools Championships

Thu 18 Fri 19
Sun 20
Sun 27

WHO OY 2 - Tangiterora See details next page.
CM
Waiuku Forest - Promotional Event

August
Sat 2 Sun 3
Sun 3

WOA

MTB-O Championships, Ngaumu Forest, Wairarapa. Se details page 5.

AOC

OY 3 - Hobbit Woods. As used for the NZ short O championships. Entry to map
from Restall Road, past Forest Headquarters and follow signs.
Setter: Alison Geenwood, Controller: Jeff Greenwood
MuItisport Bikes Rogaine A tramp/run teams navigation challenge loacted in
the Waitakere Ranges; long distance score orienteering. 3 hour and 6 hour
events, info and entry form at www.lacticturkey.co.nz or call Phil 634 8104 or
Shaun 8177 621 evenings
Note: This is a private enterprise and is not
organised through an Orienteering club.
Training - Hobbit Woods. Directions as for OY3.
OY 4 - Beautiful Hills. Entry to map from Restall Road, past Forest
Headquarters and follow signs.
Setter: Andrew Bell, Controller: Rob Garden
Training - Beautiful Hills. Directions as for OY4
OY 5 - Karioitahi

Sat 9

Sun 10
Sun 17

AOC
NW

Sun 24
Sun 31

NW
CM

September
Sun 14

NW

OY 6 - Pulpit Rock. Entry to map from Restall Road, past Forest Headquarters
and follow signs.
Setter: Patrick Murphy, Controller: Bert Chapman
AOC OY 7 - Whose Game. Entry to map from Restall Road, past Forest
Headquarters and follow signs.
Setter: Nicola Kinzett, Controller: Guy Cory-Wright.
No training

Sun 21

Sun 28

October
Sun 5
Sat 11 Sun 12
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AOC Training - Whose Game. Directions as for OY7
NW Auckland Orienteering Championships
Using combination of maps in the Spaghetti SOup, WHites Line, Stag's Roar
area.
Day 1: Setter: Alan Janes, Controller: Stan Foster
Day 2: Setter: Trevor Murray, Controller: Mike Beveridge
Both days combined for final results.
Pre-enter event. Entry forms out soon.

Noticeboard
OY 2 Details - Sunday 20 Jul, 2003
Directions:
Travel to Whangarei. From Whangarei, take the Dargaville road (SH 14). At approx 18 k from
Whangarei, turn right into Whatitiri Rd and follow the "O" signs to the event centre (which will be at the
end of Caruth Road). Allow approx 25 mins for travel from Whangarei. (An alternative route from
Auckland is to turn left off SH 1 at the Maungatapere turnoff which is 7.3 km past the Caltex service
station, about 8km short of Whangarei. Turn left again after 0.8km, having crossed the one lane bridge.
Turn left again after 10.3km onto SH14 on reaching Maungatapere. The Whatitiri Road turnoff (see
above) is 6.1 km from Maungatapere).
Terrain:
Tangiteroroa is spur/gulley terrain in mature pine forest. The running surface is mainly pine needles on
day, so can be slippery if it is wet. There is no gorse or cutty grass, but tree ferns and other native
plants are present in most valleys. Access through them is reasonably fast as they tend to be well
spaced except on the banks of some streams. There are also open areas with little or no vegetation
under the canopy.
Parking:
Go to end of road, turn around and park on north side of road.
Start:
The start is about 500m from the event centre - allow 10 m i n s .
Courses
Standard OY courses will be offered.
Starts;
10.00am -12.30pm
Members:
Non-members:

Senior $12, junior $6, family $24 (CHH forest)
Senior $14, junior $7, family $28 (CHH forest)

Setter: Paul Potter

Controller: Mike Williams

We do hope the Auckland Orienteers will make the trip up north and look forward to seeing you at the
event.

JohnRiddellMemorial Relay
The Wesley Athletics and Harrier Club would like to invite the orienteering clubs of Auckland to their
annual "John Riddell Memorial Relay" to be held on the 30th August 2003. The venue will be, as last
year, the Cornwall Park Cricket Club, situated off Greenlane Road (next to Greenlane hospital). Teams
will be made up of 4 runners and the race will be handicapped as usual, with the first teams away at 12
noon. This is a pre entry event. Rob Jessop has agreed to be the "Captain" for this event. Rob will be
out of the country competing in international orienteering events until the 15thAugust.If you would like
to register for this event please contact Alister Stewart. On Rob's return he will make up the teams, sort
out the entry forms etc.
This is a handicapped event, so walkers and joggers are most welcome. For more details, have a look
at the Wesley Athletics and Harrier Club's website.
www.wesley.org.nz

Noticeboard

continued....

Double OY event
Harakeke, Wanganui
Sat 9 Aug 2003

Run by Egmont OC

Sun 10 Aug 2003

Run by Wellington OC

Terrain:

Fast and intricate forested sand dunes, first used for World Masters finals
Scale 1:10,000 at 2.5m contours. White course at enlarged scale

Saturday:

Classic CD OY event, HarakekeWest,start times noon to 2 pm (will also count as a WOA

OY event)
Sunday:

Classic WOC OY event, Harakeke East, start times 10:00am to 1:30pm

Entries:

On the day

Enquiries:

EOC Jacqui Sinclair 06 751 0676 jacqui.sinclair@contact-energy.co.nz

E.P.I.C. Navigation
Just a quick note to give you all an update on some E.P.I.C. races coming up...
Central Otago Navigation Weekend.
26th July - 6 hour Half E.P.I.C. at Bannockburn
27th July - Ski Orienteering at the Waiorau Snowfarm
and the biggy.
The MONTRAIL ROCK & PILLAR E.P.I.C.
6th September 2003 - Middlemarch
Montrail shoe spot prizes and $400 cash for the winners!!
Entry forms are out for these EPIC events...enter now before it's too late.
Check out www.epicnavigation .com for more info and entry forms.
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Lisa's North West

News

There has been a hiatus in the orienteering
(Formerly ANZ Challenge) in January 2005. If we
are successful in this application, it will give
calendar since the end of the Score series, and I
find I'm starting to get withdrawal symptoms after a everyone just enough time to recover sufficiently
from Anzac 2003 and become enthused for
few weeks away from the sport.
organising another top quality major event! We
However we've been unable to stay away from
are currently looking at mapping areas with the
Woodhill and have been heading for the forest
best potential in the Woodhill region, and of course
each weekend to explore the mountain bike trails.
there is still more of the Weiti/ Stillwater map to be
The entire presidential Gilkison/ Poole family are
now regularly spotted on their gleaming new bikes, developed.
having become MuItisport Bikes' (orienteering and
The first of the OY events is being held this
rogaine sponsors) top customers in recent times.
weekend, so dig out your O-shoes and your Sport
A good crowd of orienteers competed in the Lactic Ident card - we'll see you out there....
Turkey (aka Phil Wood and NW treasurer Shaun
Collins) rogaine (long distance score O) in the
Waitakeres. A choice of 3 or 6-hour events. NW Next club meeting: Thursday 14th August at Air
veterans Mike Marra and Geoff Mead got the
Affairs office, 19/130 Great South Road, starting
highest score in the old age category in the 3 hour 7.30pm. All welcome.
event. By all accounts a great day out; muddy
tracks, some beautiful west coast beaches, it only
Lisa Mead 445 4555
rained for about an hour and a good feed
afterwards. One well known AOC member (who
draws a lot of O maps) was observed having his
P.S. Still looking for a volunteer to take over this
pack carried by his partner-or was it his pack
monthly column!!
horse?
And a little addition from Lorri O'Brien.....
Congratulations to Benjamin Reynolds, whose
Have you seen the June edition of Wilderness
family have just joined the club, who recently came Magazine, our very own Lisa Mead has an article
second in the Waimauku School Speech
in print. An interesting walk to take with a photo of
Competition with a speech about Orienteering.
Lisa and Nick with his bike at the springs, (In fact
file below it says no bikes allowed)
Belated congratulations to Melanie Michels, who
Well done Lisa
took 1st place in the Auckland secondary school O
champs at Woodhill in May.
ATTENTION NORTH WEST MEMBERS
Good luck to all our club members and Birkenhead
Lisa has been writing this column for many years
College (and Westlake Boys' School?) who are
and
is very ready to hand over the reigns to another
heading off to the national schools champs in
enthusiastic
club member. Please, if you are at all
Nelson this month. Have a great time!
interested, contact Lisa on 445 4555 or
meadfam@actrix.co.nz or at the next event.
At the June club meeting it was resolved that we
Thankyou
would apply to host the Oceania Championships

Kidz Kontrol
Hi,
Welcome to Kidz Kontrol for this month! I bet you're all looking forward to the OY series
which is coming up really soon, the only problem will be deciding which grade to go in.
Hopefully this year there will be a lot more hot competition with all the newcomers.
Good luck in the series, and can't wait to see you all out there being enthusiastic!!!
Sarah
P.S. I love the cartoon!
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C o u n t i e sM a n u k a uC o n n e c t i o n
Welcome to new member Lindsay Wood.
The Boundary road event had a good turn out
especially of relative newcomers who all
appeared to enjoy themselves and not spend to
long 'out there'. We also ran a successful training
day in Waiuku forest for beginners and advancing
juniors.
Val and John Robinson are hopefully having a bit
of a well earned rest after an exhausting May,
running the Counties Zone Primary Schools and
the Franklin Zone Primary Schools Competitions
and the Auckland Primary Schools champs all
within two weeks. All events had several hundred
competitors. Many thanks to those people who
turned up to help run the events, but especially to
the Robinson's who are doing a fantastic job of

A number of Auckland club members took part in
the recent Piha Rogaine. Peter Swanson (along
with Darren Gosse from NW) won the 3 hour
event, and Raewyn Bennet won the Vet
Women's 3 hour. There was great rivalry
between Nicola Kinzett and her team mate, and
Craig Pearce and Mark Roberts, both in the time
stakes and the competition to see who could
accumulate the greater amount of mud on their
person, Nicola won on both counts!
Jill and Gordon Mains also competed in the 6
hour event, and from conversations at the finish
everyone enjoyed themselves and it was voted a
highly successful event.
Jill Brewis has just returned from a European
holiday which included catching up with family
and grandchildren, and a cycling tour near
Avignon, where the temperatures reached 40
degrees at times. The effects of the temperatures
were readily alleviated by a quick dip in the
nearest body of water, either the canal or the
Mediterranean.
Joanna and Alistair Stewart are about to depart
for a much deserved holiday which will
incorporate the Masters Orienteering
Championships in Norway. We wish them every
success.
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raising the profile of orienteering in south
Auckland.
Still on the Robinson family - good luck Tania at
the world champs, pretty amazing being at the top
of NZ women orienteers, working full time and
having a pre schooler. Go Tania! Also Natalie
Rouse is off overseas orienteering in Norway and
Sweden - watch out for her dust when she
returns! Don't forget our 'new' event on the 27th
July which mysteriously appeared advertised in
the Auckland orienteer, news to us. However the
Peat family are going to have their first venture
into setting and running this event in Waiuku
forest so do come along and support them.
Hilary Iles

Auckland Club held an Ocad training evening
recently to assist course setters, particularly of
the next Summer Series, to become more
proficient. There was a good turnout of
participants, which is encouraging.
The Club held a training day on the Pot Luck
Map on the shortest day of the year. After driving
to Woodhill through, at times, thick fog, the
weather down near the beach was absolutely
brilliant. There was a very good turnout, including
a number of people new to the forest and we
hope they will benefit from the tuition. Many
thanks to the Stewarts for their organisation of
the day.
We are looking for a 1) a controller and 2) a coordinator for the September 20th OY event. The
co-ordinator is the person who 'organises' the
people and equipment for the event. It's a good
way to meet people and be involved in club
activities, especially if you are a newer member.
Training will be given if you haven't done this job
before. Please call Nicola at 636 6224 if you are
willing to take on either job.
Heather Clendon

International News
Junior World Orienteering Championships
The New Zealand and Australian teams arrived in Plva, Estonia on 27 June to begin their training
camp. It was hosted by the local clubs or maps near to the race maps. Germany, Canada and Ireland
joined them a few days later.
The weather has been less than ideal for training and competing with rain a lot of the time and
temperatures around 15C.
The programme of events is:
Tuesday 8 July
Short Distance Qualification
Wednesday 9 July
Short Distance Final
Thursday 10 July
Classic Distance Race
Friday 11 July Relay and Party!!
The New Zealand Team includes
Women: Claire Paterson (RKOC)
Men:
ToddOates(WOC),BrynDavies(RKOC)andTimRenton(CMOC)
They will be competing against about 130 women and 160 menfrom34differentcountries
Check out the maps below which aretypicalofthearea.

World Masters Orienteering Championships
The World Masters Orienteering Championships (WMOC) is being held in Halden, Norway from 13 -17
July. Halden is situated on the coast in the south of Norway very close to the border with Sweden.
New Zealand has 16 entries in the competition including the defending W35 champion, Marquita
Gelderman.
The
schedule
for theevent
competion
is
Sunday
13
- Model
Monday
Race
Tuesday
15
Day 21
Thursday14
17--Qualification
-Qualification
Final

Have a look at these tricky maps which
are typicaI of the area.
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NZOF

News

ZOF APPOINTMENTS
• The NZOF is pleased to announce that:
• Graham Peters (North West) has been appointed Manager of the NZ Schools
team to compete in the Australian Schools Championships at Bendigo on 30
September & 1 October
• Alistair Coulter (Rotorua) has been appointed to the NZOF rogaine committee (RogaineNZ).
DEVELOPMENT FUNDING
The NZOF Council has approved a grant of $500 to the Nelson Orienteering Club as part of its Silva
Schools Programme. The grant will assist Nelson to host this year's Silva NZ Secondary School
Championships.
GAMING TRUST FUNDING
• Clubs should now be aware that the NZOF is actively pursuing funding for high performance
activities. Successful applications this year have been to:
• the New Zealand Community Trust, $6,500 for the 2003 SuperSeries - air travel.
• the New Zealand Community Trust, $2,400 for the NZ Women's WOC 2003 team - Rachel Smiths
travel.
• the Southern Trust, $5,930 for the JWOC team - travel and uniforms.
The NZOF thanks the New Zealand Community Trust and the Southern Trust for its support of high
performance orienteering.
Furthermore if any club is pursuing gaming trust funding for any purpose, it is suggested that it keep
the NZOF informed so that we all can better coordinate who is applying to whom, for what and when.
INAUGURAL A-NZ TEST
New Zealand lost the inaugural (elite) Australia-New Zealand Test Match in Australia, 24-25 May, by
105 to 39. However, coach Wayne Aspin reports: "The results reflected the ability of the two teams.
Although Australia won the test our experienced members were well pleased with their placings. Those
with less experience at this level managed well and this was evident on comparison with the
Australians also at a similar stage in their careers."
David Melrose Design kindly sponsored the team's travel to Australia and the NZOF thanks David
Melrose for this very generous support.
WOC 2003 TEAM, LATE CHANGE
Following the withdrawal of Jason Markham and Aaron Prince, Andreas Haldi has been added to the
NZ team to compete at the World Championships in Switzerland in August. NZ-born, Andreas joined
NW earlier this year and competed in the team trials in April. The team is now:
Men: Greg Barbour (Egmont), Chris Forne (PAPO), Andreas Haldi (North West), Rob Jessop
(Auckland).
Women: Claire Paterson (Red Kiwis), Tania Robinson (Counties Manukau), Rachel Smith (PAPO).
Manager: Rolf VVagner (North West), Coaches: Dieter & Ursula Wolf (Switzerland).
NO MTBO CHAMPIONSHIPS IN 2003
After reconsidering their priorities for 2003, as well as their lack of experience with MTBO, Rotorua
decided they were unable to host the 2003 NZ MTBO Championships. It is now most unlikely that
there will be a national MTBO championships in 2003.
NZOF VACANCIES
National Squad Manager
This is a two-year appointment through to the World Championships in 2005. The manager is
responsible for finance and logistic matters pertaining to the squad and elite New Zealand
representative teams and would normally be expected to travel to the world championships with the
team. Direct expenses will be reimbursed within the budget. Applications close 31 July.
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National Squad Coaching Coordinator
This is a two-year appointment through to the World Championships in 2005. The coordinator is
responsible for raising the performance levels of the squad and would normally be expected to
travel to the world championships with the team as team coach. Direct expenses will be
reimbursed within the budget. Applications close 31 July.
Technical Committee
A vacancy exists on the NZOF Technical Committee. This is a two-year appointment. Applications
must be supported by the nominee's club and regular access to email communication is essential.
The committee is responsible for producing a calendar of major events and the maintenance of
technical standards by way of competition rules, event controlling, mapping and course planning.
This issue of NZOF NEWS is also available at www.nzorienteering.com

New Zealand Orienteering Federation (Inc)
GENERAL MANAGER: Stuart Payne, 171A Fifield Tce, Christchurch 8002, NEW ZEALAND

ph/fax:64-3-3372275 email: nzof@nzorienteering.com

Letter to the Editor
The Auckland Orienteer of the Year Series.
The Auckland OY series forms an important part of the winter and spring orienteering calendar in
these northern parts, and provides for keen competition in many of the age grades. It is also the stage
on which fledgling course planners and controllers gain experience before tackling more major
events. Unfortunately the current rules stand in the way of planners and controllers being as
competitive as they might otherwise be. At present, no OY points are awarded to planners or
controllers to compensate for them missing their event.
On a brief search of orienteering club web pages I found that both DOC and PAPO award OY points
to their planners and controllers, either points based on the average of the best two performances
(DOC) or maximum points (PAPO). The Hawkes Bay club does something similar, either that or they
have an astonishing number of first equal place getters.
I would like to make the following suggestions:
• That planners and controllers receive OY points for their event equal to the score from their best
single performance.
• That planners and controllers receive no OY points should the course which they would have
competed on be invalidated.
• The rules about competing in at least 4 events and counting the best 6 out of 7 events need not
change.
This way, controllers and planners who want to be as competitive as everyone else can be.
Jeff Greenwood
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Orienteer of the Year Competition 2003
By Peter Godfrey
This year's Orienteer of the Year (OY) competition comprises seven events between 6 July and 28
September. Competitors in each class earn points in each event based on both their placing and their
time. The best six performances of each competitor will be totalled to determine the winner of the
Orienteer of the Year award in each class.

Entering the Competition
If you are a financial member of an Auckland or Central Districts club, you do not have to do anything
to enter as you will automatically earn points in the class in which you first compete. As you can
register points only in one class, if you wish to change classes duringtinecompetition you must advise
the OY Statistician (Peter Godfrey, 1 Anchor Pl., Birkenhead, tel. 09 4839 309). Once this advice has
been received, points will be awarded in your new class and any points earned in your previous class
will be cleared.

Pre-start
This year for the first time SportIdent electronic punching will be seen at an OY, and six of the OY's will
be using it. If you do not already own one of these finger gizmos, they will be available for hire at
events. Pre-marked maps (using the OCAD technology) are also becoming more common.
As a result of these advances, the traditional start routine of having six minutes in which to copy your
course from a master map is becoming more of an historical curiosity. When you do meet it, you will
report to the pre-start at the start time shown on your clipcard, and the six minutes will be credited to
you in your finishing time.
Where the pre-start is organised underSportIdentand remarked-map conditions, you will not see your
map until the starter starts you.
OY Points
The points awarded in each class are calculated in two parts:• Place points are awarded to the first 20 in each class, from 10 for first and 9.5 for second to
0.5 for twentieth.
•Time points are awarded according to the following formula:
Your time - Winner's time

x 10

10-

Winner's time

This means that you lose one time point for every 10 percent of the winner's time that you are slower,
until no time points are earned when your timeisdouble the winner's time.

OY Awards
The winner of each class receives an OY certificate, provided that, for senior competitors, they have
run in a minimum offourof the seven OY events or have earned more points than others in the grade
who have run in four events. Junior competitors qualify after three events.

Results
Cumulative results are displayed at each OY event, in The Auckland Orienteer and at
http://homepages.paradise.net.nz/pebble/orienteering
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Class and Course Combinations
Your age at 31 December 2003 determines your official class, but competitors are still eligible to
compete in a different class if they wish. Classes designated 21 (e.g. M21E and W21B) are open to
everyone. Junior classes (those below 21) mean up to and including this age while senior classes
(those above 21) mean this age or older. Classes designated S (e.g. M21AS and W40AS) provide a
shorter course for that age group. If you choose to run a course which does not provide a class for
which you are eligible, you should enter Unofficial in the class box on your clipcard.
This year there will be 8 courses and 28 classes:

Course Men's
Classes
1
M21E
2
M21A

Women's
Classes
W21E

Winner's Time

Technical
Difficulty
Red
Red

90 mins
65 mins

3

M18A
M21AS
M60A

W21A

Red

60 mins

4

M40AS
M60A

W18A
W21AS
W40A

Red

55 mins

5

M70A
M80A

W40AS
W50A
W60A

Red

55 mins

6

M16A
M21B
M14A
M21C
M12A

W16A
W21B

Orange

45 mins

W14A
W21C
W12A

Yellow

35 mins

White

25 mins

7
8

Technical Difficulty
The following explanations of colour-coded terms apply to typical forest maps and might change at
other venues:
• Red courses can be described as as technically difficult as possible. They are intended for
experienced senior orienteers only.
• Orange courses have controls near attack points but away from handrails, and offer some route
choice. They are for experienced juniors and inexperienced seniors.
• Yellow courses have controls near handrails, and offer little route choice and no reliance on the
understanding of contours. They are for inexperienced juniors and novice seniors.
• White courses have controls on handrails, all routes directly along handrails, no route choice and no
contour features. They are for novice juniors.

Club Officials
The OY Statistician relies on up-to-date lists of current financial members prepared by the participating
clubs: if competitors are not listed in them, they are considered non-members and ineligible for OY
points. Thus, clubs must advise the statistician before each OY event of any new financial members.
Members excluded from OY results should contact their club treasurer in the first instance.
Course lengths must be, and climb should ideally be, included in the published results for each event so
that competitor's times can be compared with other events.
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2003 Piha Rogaine Results
By Shaun Collins
Another rogaine completed by some very happy people. The day started off looking pretty shitty weather
wise and it didn't get much better as the day progressed. But that didn't stop 195 people turning up to
compete in the second annual Multisport Bikes sponsored Piha Rogaine.
Start of the action was at 9am when registration opened at the north Piha Surf Club and people collected
their maps, This meant that planning time started. This can be taken very seriously like the people who
bring along different colour highlighters to plan the route to the less serious people who casually decide
roughly where their going in about 5 minutes. The at 10am the 6 hour team started (39 teams in all
ranging in size from 2 people to 5). The map that the competitors get is a normal topo map with the
additional of some map corrections added on - this time these corrections included some great tracks
north of Piha that a lot of people wouldn't have been on before.
The 3 hour teams (38 of them) started at 1pm. This meant that all teams would have to be at the finish at
4pm. The courses were designed to allow teams to pick up quite a few controls and these controls has
different points associated with them - as you can see on the map opposite (10 points for control 102, 40
points for control 46 etc.)
Time ticked on by and the first team to finish was at about 3.30pm, half an hour early but they'd had
enough. Come 5 minutes to the cut-off and they were pouring in. The big countdown signalled the end of
the allowed time and the gates were shut. Teams were then award penalty points of minus 10 points for
every minute late thereafter. Though but it wasn't though enough. There were lots of late teams.
A good chance for some good old fashioned route analysis and "what could have been" then while
everyone enjoyed the BBQ, a drink and a cookie time biscuit (all part of the entry fee). And to wrap up the
day a prize giving with heaps of spot prizes and the legendary mini champagnes for the winners of each
category. The most unusual spotties this time was Waitakere Ranges collectors spoon and a set of 10
different types of Hubbards cereal. The was along with the major spot prize of a $580 Polar heart rate
monitor.
So there you have it - what happened - now its up to you to re-create the moment - I've Included the race
map opposite - pretend you have either 3 hours or 6 hours and try to work out what route you would have
taken. Here's a hint - no one even came close to getting them all in six hours.
Send what you think is the best route to Shaun Collins, 122 Victory Road, Laingholm and the closest to
the winners route will receive a free entry to the next rogaine on the 9th August 2003 (subject to getting
ARC permission). If there are more than one then the editor will draw one of the winners from hat.
Full results can be found at www.lactictureky.co.nz (along with something that might help in the exercise
above). But for the orienteers on the day there were some strong results mostly in the 3 hour.
3 hour
1st overall and 1st Open Men - Team Darren Goss (Darren Gosse and Peter Swanson)
2nd overall and 1st Veteran Men - Team Marra and Mead (Mike Marra and Geoff Mead)
7th Overall and 3rd Open men - Team Munters (Fraser Mills and Brent Edwards)
6
1st overall and 1st Mixed Veterans - Team Davidson/Webster (Jim Davidson & Penny Webster)

hour
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Moonlight Training Sessions
By Shaun Collins
It all started with a dream - a dream that one day...one day I could make it attractive to run during the
week in the middle of winter. On day I would look forward to a run after work when it was already dark
as I look out the office. And a couple of months ago that dream came try. It came to me as one of the
many weird but sometimes useful ideas get thought about in my head on a 90 minute run in the
Waitakere's on a Saturday.
So come Monday morning I set about putting the wheels into motion. I posted a message on the
forum on Sportzhub.com calling for people who were keen for a mid week night time run in the
Waitakeres.
That first night 25 people turned up. Way more than I ever imagined. We split up into two groups the
hare and the tortoises and off we went. Armed with all the warm gears and a variety of lighting
equipment. The tortoises walked most of it with the odd jog on the downhills and the hares jogged
most of it with the odd walk up the hills. It was all done at a pace that allowed everyone to meet other
people and learn about each others sports. That first night we had a lady who was a national downhill
skier. But orienteering always seems to come up thanks to Rob Garden and the other orienteers that
come along - some good free publicity.
Since that first night the word has spread - we have had a run pretty much every 3 weeks and at
different places each time - near Huia, from Cascades (north Waitakere), Woodhill and Riverhead. All
running/jogging is done on tracks of various grades - the worst was the muddy tracks of the southern
Waitak's to the lovely bush tracks of Woodhill.
Numbers are now up close to 40 with people of all ages, shapes and sizes and ability coming along.
And all sorts of sports being represented too.
We were a bit spoilt on the last one as one of the runners said we could use his place as a base for a
Riverhead run. It was a huge house and the run was a little shorter than usual (2 hour for the hares)
so we could have a BBQ, spa and sauna at his house afterwards - luxury - I tell you!
So if you're keen for some winter training then email me at shaun.collins@fonterra.com and I can add
you to the email list which advertises the next evening. All are welcome and there's no charge or
anything. The next one is only a shorter run at Totara Park in Manurewa on17thJuly. Its only short
because afterwards there is a presentation by adventure racer Kristina-Strode Penny on her
experience in the latest Raid Gauloise Adventure race.
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What'sonMaptalk?
What is all the talk about maptalk? What is
maptalk?
Maptalk is a website that not only contains all the
current news in NZ Orienteering and lots of links to
other great orienteering sites, it has the fantastic
maptalk forum page.
The forum is a place where many of the important
issues that keep our sport ticking are discussed.
There are new contributions daily made by people
from all over NZ and the world. Even the NZOF
president is a regular visitor and contributor to the
site.
There are four sections to the forum:
• General - for all general orienteering discussions
• Events and training - post information about
coming events or planned training
• Technical - timing of the nationals, the season,
etc.
• The lounge - for all off-course commentary
Here is a summary of some debates taking place at
the moment:

now more noticeable). but the leap into colour
for the cover and centre spread just blew me
away!
This issue came at a great time when I was
wanting to thank the Superseriessponsors;I
was really proud to be able to include a copy of i
ssue 69. Does anyone still think we should
abandon the magazine for the internet?
The responses are a big mix of praise and lack of
interest for the current magazine.
Jukola Relay
Alistair posts:
The Jukola relay was this weekend - biggest O'
relay in the world with over 1200 mens teams of
7 runners entered. The only NZ runners I know
of were Aaron, Greg & Claire.
Aaron - running off his fantastic run at Tiomila
was put on the longish (12.8km) night I eg didn't quite sparkle this time with a time of
100.07 mins to the best time of 79.03.
Greg seemed to run reasonably finishing with a
time 17 mins behind the best of Ex World
Champion Bjørnar Valstad for the 10.2km course
- time 75.47.
Claire's team is listed as 612th in the women's
relay although her time is registered as "sulj"
along with 3 other of her team-mates - we'll have
to maybe wait for Claire to explain that one...
A few more comments follow from other kiwi
competitors at this great race.

Are elites wusses?
ecurb posts:
As one of the organisers of the southern 6 Day
next year I've received the following message
"I've just been perusing the Southern Six Day
entry form and discovered much to my horror
that nearly every event is at least allegedly going
to be the full classic distance, the other elites will Hardest Orienteering Race
agree. I would advise having slightly a couple of Andrew M posts:
Just a new random topic.
shorter days. eg the second day at Naseby and
Wondering what your hardest orienteering race
the last day at Overton. No one is going to
has ever been? Most physical and or mentally
remember the carnival fondly if they finish off by
exhausting.
struggling for a couple of hours through head
Mine would have to be JWOC relay in Hungary,
high grass at Overton."
4th race in 4 days with 40 degree temperatures.
My question - do all the other elites agree?
I
remember the last couple of legs crossed this
The debate is interesting with competitors with
massive
clearing with long grass. Bit of a
more international experience tending towards
struggle
to
say the least.
shorter courses with a few kiwi die-hards pushing
for long races. Also included, of course, is the
There are hundreds of topics currently up for
appropriate ruling from 'Headhoncho'.
discussion/debate. Although many of them are on a
serious topic, many of the contributions are far from
Magazines
serious. Have a look at this site soon
Michael posts:
(www.maptalk.co.nz/forum) and you will get carried
Wasn't the latest issue of NZ Orienteering
away with all the humour, enthusiasm and intensity
superb? Under Lindsay and Evlynn Smith the
in this little part of NZ orienteering.
layout has been getting better and better (to the
extent that the few pages WITHOUT artwork are
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Interview with MichaI Horaèek
Michal Horaèek is currently the best Czech
orienteer.
1. How are you satisfied with your current
form? Has all training before WOC gone as
planned?
We had Czech middle championship and I had it
like a test of my form. I ran well and won by almost
a minute. So I think the base training I've done
well. After that I had few days almost without
training and now the most important period is
coming. So, we will see.
2. Do you make a very detailed programme of
training in advance or just a rough one "for the
next week" only?
I discuss with my coach (Jan Kaplan) my travelling
and competing first, then he prepared a plan for
every day until WOC. Of course, some changes
can be done, it depends on how I feel and my
health.

7. Who do you think are the favourites for
WOC victories?

3. How much do you race? Do you think it is
important to race as much as possible?
It is hard to say, I can't race so much. I mean, I
have to choose some competitions which I want to
really race. I learnt not to race at 100 percent
every race. If I have plenty of competitions I can
easily lose my concentration. I must be hungry for
map and orienteering.

It's not so much, up to 20 percent include
competitions.

4. What are your goals for this year's WOC?
Podium would be nice.

9. How do you do technique training? Some
typical training sessions?

5. You decided not to travel much before WOC
and to prepare at home base. Why?
I want to concentrate just at training, so it's
important to know well the place where I will train.
I have great conditions at home in Harrachove,
where I'm planning to spend almost 14 days...
6. How many, if any, times have you visited
Switzerland this year? Some Scandinavian
guys are spending quite sometime there :-)
We were there just for five days. There is nothing
to do there - no good training maps and with the
exception of middle distance terrain there's
nothing really special for us.

I think at least two titles will be in the hands of
these guys: Wingsted, Mamleev, Haldin, Ikonen,
Omeltchenko.

8. How big percentage of your training is
technique training?

During the winter time I almost don't train with a
map, just some long runs with rough map. In
spring I try to use training camps with the team
and enjoy staying in Sweden. Sometimes I am
reading or learning something during jogging.
That's all, nothing more special. Most important is
to find self-confidence and analyse mistakes.

Michal thank you very much and I wish you at
least one podium at WOC!!

Adapted from
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New Distributor Wanted
If anyone is interested in taking over the job of distributing this magazine
please contact Andrew Bell on 09 411 7166 or e-mail
the.bells@xtra.co.nz
It takes a family about an hour to do once a month. And you get the
honour of being the first to see the magazine!

Last Bits
Extras this month:
You should have received with this issue of The Auckland Orienteer the entry form for the Auckland
Championships and the 2003 Auckland Phone List. If you did not receive one or both of these,
please contact Andrew Bell, see below for details.
Next Issue: August 2003
Please send your editorial contributions to Madeleine Collins, 122 Victory Rd, Laingholm, Auckland,
or e-mail shaun.and.mad@slingshot.co.nz tel 09 817 7621 to arrive before Monday 4 August.
Distribution
If you change your address (and still wish to have this magazine reach you!), please contact your
club membership officer or Andrew Bell on 09 411 7166 or e-rnail the.bells@xtra.co.nz
Credits
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Sport & Recreation New Zealand

The Auckland Orienteering association wishes to thank Carter Holt Harvey for the use of its
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